Solutions f or Public Health

Visual HealthNet
Clinical Document Exchange

A simple solution to a complex problem
VISUAL HEALTHNET CLINICAL DOCUMENT EXCHANGE LEVERAGES YOUR CURRENT INVESTMENT TO FULFILL THE VISION OF HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE.
Public health has never been short on paperwork, even in the digital age. Even as millions of
dollars are poured into health information exchanges and other initiatives to enable interoperability between EHRs, public health departments continue to be a nexus for the exchange of paper-based medical records, especially for disease control and the monitoring and care for at-risk
populations. To solve this, Mitchell & McCormick and Inofile TM have partnered to bring you a
simple solution...Kno2 TM
Kno2TM is an easy-to-use, cost-effective, cloud-based software application that creates a groundbreaking “on-off-ramp” between sources of “unstructured” clinical information and various
health information exchange networks, as well as Electronic Health Record Systems (EHRs).
Kno2 is designed especially for healthcare providers challenged by lack of investment dollars for
technology purchase, those without technical or IT resources or those burdened with technology
that’s out-of-date. Kno2 makes it easy for all healthcare organizations to integrate effectively
into today’s evolving, increasingly complex healthcare ecosystem.
For healthcare providers using paper-based records, Kno2 enables you to:
 Scan and immediately convert paper to healthcare-compatible formats, and a Direct Message—using common scanning devices
 Receive Direct Messages with attachments and convert immediately to a print-ready format
or PDF for filing back to your patient chart

For healthcare providers using an EHR that is not currently compatible with Direct Messages:
 Download and send documents created in your EHR, including PDFs, CCDs, and other structured documents such as a minimum data set (MDS)
 Use common scanning devices to capture paper-based information and easily attach it to a
Direct Message suitable for transfer to other healthcare providers
 Receive Direct Messages with attachments and upload to your EHR with ease (including
PDF, XDS-SD)
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Visual HealthNet Clinical Document Exchange




Saves time & money
Simplifies exchanging
records with other providers



Meets all applicable federal security requirements



Leverages the vast and
reliable Surescripts network

For more information, contact
Mark Bennett

Mitchell & McCormick, Inc.
mbennett@mandm.net
1-800-551-0775 Ext 101
Or visit our Clinical Document
Exchange Registration at
http://kno2.com/register/
mandmnp54

HOW KNO2 WORKS

Kno2 improves the exchange of patient information with a simple, affordable solution that plugs into the organization’s normal
ways of working. Kno2 also easily adapts to any clinical workflow because we’ve designed Kno2 around the way people work
today. Equally important, we’ve designed Kno2 for the very near reality of Direct Messages being the universal healthcare
standard for information exchange.

KNO2 BENEFITS








Improves timeliness, accuracy, security and “structure” of vital patient information used within any healthcare community
Ensures compatibility and compliance with the latest healthcare technology standards and practices including Meaningful
Use Stage 2
Supports Direct Messages by intelligently automating the receipt and delivery of messages with attachments across a
secure point-to-point Direct-compliant network
Enables care providers to securely send and receive patient information via standards-based formats and methods using
many of the devices they use every day
Enables faster, more accurate transfers of care, referrals and other record-sharing activities with outside providers and
partners by sending and receiving Direct Messages

LEARN MORE
For additional information on Kno2, visit www.inofile.com/kno2, or contact Mitchell & McCormick, Inc.
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